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Abstract. Network planning is usually based on long-term trends and
forecasts of Internet traffic. However, between two large updates, telecom-
munication operators deal with resource allocation in contracts depend-
ing on the mid-term evolution of their own traffic. In this paper, we
develop a methodology to forecast the fluctuations of Internet traffic in
an international IP transit network. We do not work on traffic demands
which can not be easily measured in a large network. Instead, we use link
counts which are much simpler to obtain. If needed, the origin-destination
demands are estimated a posteriori through traffic matrix inference tech-
niques. We analyze link counts stemming from France Telecom IP inter-
national transit network at the two hours time scale over nineteen weeks
and produce forecasts for five weeks (mid-term). Our methodology relies
on Principal Component Analysis and time series modeling taking into
account the strain of cycles. We show that five components represent
64% of the traffic total variance and that these components are quite
stable over time. This stability allows us to develop a method that pro-
duce forecasts automatically without any model to fit.

Keywords: IP international transit network, traffic forecasting, princi-
pal component analysis, time series modeling, strain modeling.

1 Introduction

Forecasting the end to end traffic profiles of an IP network is very important
in order to deal with traffic engineering tasks like new resources planning or
network design. Whereas these end to end traffic demands can be directly ob-
tained for traditional telecommunication networks based on circuit switching, it
is more difficult with packet-based routing which is used in Internet. Hence, it
relies on the IP protocol which does not include an accounting mechanism. The
authors of [1] highlight these difficulties. Tools like Netflow from Cisco have been
developed to directly measure the traffic demands, but these measurements are
quite difficult to obtain in an accurate and exhaustive manner. These tools are
based on sample measurements, use a lot of network resources and then cannot
be activated on all routers. So, we do not have historical data on the end to
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end traffic demands. The only easily available historical data are the amount of
traffic exchanged between adjacent routers (link counts) that can be obtained
through the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). The link counts
correspond to the sum of several users traffic demands entering the network into
one edge router and exiting at an other edge router. To obtain the traffic origins
and destinations, a lot of traffic matrix inference techniques have been developed
these last few years. They use link counts and routing schemes to estimate the
end to end demands of the network. [2, 3, 4, 5] give a quite complete overview of
the recent work done by the research community on this topic.

In this paper, our goal is then to predict the link counts. We need online
forecasting to increase our reactivity and flexibility. So we propose a completely
automatic technique. We test our approach on France Telecom IP international
transit network. We work on several weeks of SNMP data, at a large time scale
(two hours granularity) and do forecasts for a few weeks. The main difficulty
is that there are usually many links (next to a thousand) in an international
transit network and it is not feasible to fit a model on each link to produce its
forecasts. We develop a pragmatic approach to deal with this high dimension
and assure its full automation for operational purposes. Crovella et al. show
in [6] that Principal Component Analysis (PCA) applied to link counts data
can drastically reduce the high dimension into a few components. This is due
to high correlations existing between link counts evolutions. We see that these
few components stemming from PCA exhibit strong time periodicities that do
not change very much. We study the cycle change of shape of the components
and propose a new approach to build forecasts for this kind of data based on
simple statistical tools. Our forecasting technique has the advantage to be fully
automated contrary to classical time series models such as SARIMA which are
needed to be fitted in several steps. The contribution of our paper to the field
is to validate the PCA forecasting methodology proposed by Crovella et al. on
new real traces of a large international backbone IP and the introduction of the
study of the shape morphing inside the forecasting methodology itself.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly present previous
works relative to traffic forecasting. Then, we describe the data on which we
have applied our methodology in section 3. The section 4 details the way we
can decompose IP traffic observed on a lot of links simultaneously in elementary
shapes thanks to PCA. The forecast techniques we propose are developed in the
next section. The last section is devoted to the results forecasts descriptions.

2 Related Work

Forecasting traffic was already an issue for the Plain Old Telephone Service
(POTS) ([7, 8]). Most of the processing theories have been extensively used to
deal with this problem. But there was no statistical multiplexing, so traffic pro-
files were much more continuous contrary to IP traffic profiles. Internet traffic
forecasting techniques (see for example [9, 10, 11]) have mainly addressed local
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area network and small time scales, such as seconds or minutes, that are rel-
evant for dynamic resource allocation and show the local effects of statistical
multiplexing.

In our case, we are interested in international transit network and larger time
scales which are more appropriate when doing capacity planning and network
design. But long range dependencies effects begin to appear very rapidly as the
time scale grows ([12]). The first work dealing with large time scale is described in
[13]. In this paper, the authors predict a single value for the entire network using
linear time series models which is not sufficient for network planning purposes.

The nearest work to ours is exposed in [14]. The evolution of IP backbone traf-
fic at large time scales are modeled and long-term predicted combining wavelet
multiresolution analysis and linear time series models.

3 Data

We collected SNMP data from all the routers of the France Telecom IP inter-
national transit network from April 3, 2005 to August 13, 2005. These data
represent the total amount of traffic exchanged between all the adjacent routers
(link counts) by ten minutes time slots. For this nineteen weeks period, about
eight hundred links have been observed between next to two hundred routers.
These links are either access links or core links, we do not distinguish between
this two kind of links in this paper and do forecasts for both type. Among all
the links, about two hundred of them are not active during all the period or
have a negligible traffic amount. We do not consider these specific links for the
forecasts. As we are interested in doing forecasts for network planning purposes,
we average our traffic measurements across two hours intervals. We do not aver-
age our data on a larger interval because we want to keep the daily periodicities
(see the next paragraph) which are an important traffic element useful for the
forecasts buildings. Two hours granularity is then a good compromise.

We observe two types of traffic behavior in our link counts data. There are
link counts that exhibit strong daily and weekly periodicities reflecting tradi-
tional human activities. This behavior corresponds to the largest link counts

Fig. 1. Examples of a cyclic (left) and a bursty (right) link count
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and represent the majority of the total traffic. Other link counts are bursty, rep-
resenting occasional spikes or dips of traffic. They mainly correspond to small
link counts. We show an example of these two types of traffic behavior in Figure
1. The period of time is intentionally reduced to allow to distinguish the cycles.

4 Structural Analysis of Link Counts

4.1 Principal Component Analysis Overview

In this part, we intend to introduce the Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
framework but we cannot cover all aspects due to lack of space. For more de-
tails, see [6]. The method of PCA is useful to analyze a complex set of many
correlated statistical variables X =

[
X1, ..., Xp

]
into new principal independent

components ([15]). PCA works on zero-mean data. The principal components
correspond to the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix XT X :

XT X vi = λi vi i = 1, ..., p (1)

λi is the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector vi. Since XT X is symmetric
definite positive, its eigenvectors are orthogonal, the eigenvalues are nonnegative
real and its trace, corresponding to the total variance of X , is equal to the sum
of the eigenvalues, so that λi represents the variation part of X captured by
the ith eigenvector or principal component. By convention, the eigenvectors are
unit vectors and the eigenvalues are sorted from large to small. Thus, the first
eigenvector v1 captures the largest variation part of X , the second eigenvector v2
the second largest variation part, and so on. The projection of X on vi represents
the coordinate or contribution of X on the ith principal component, this vector
can be normalized to unit length by dividing by

√
λi:

ui =
X vi√

λi

i = 1, ..., p (2)

ui is then a linear combination of the initial variables, it is usually named a
score. By performing PCA, we decompose X into an optimal sum of unit rank
matrices (product of a line vector by a column vector):

X =
p∑

i=1

√
λi ui vT

i (3)

If we consider only the first q principal components and scores, we obtain the
best approximation of X with q elements. This approximation can be computed
by taking p equal to q in Equation 3. In the next part, we apply the technique
of PCA on our link counts data.

4.2 PCA Application on Link Counts

The matrix X , defined in the previous section, now represents the T measure-
ments of traffic on the nineteen weeks observed period and on the L links (vari-
ables) of our network. As we have seen in section 3, the traffic data exhibit strong
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Fig. 2. Scree Plot for Link Counts

Fig. 3. First Nine Eigenlinks

daily and weekly periodicities in majority. To respect these properties, we decide
to perform PCA week by week. We center and reduce the traffic evolutions for
each link and per each week in order to consider traffic profile instead of raw
traffic. This allows to give as much importance to all the links in the network.
We obtain, for each week, L new vectors or scores, we call them the eigenlinks
in reference to Crovella et al. who call them the eigenflows in [16] when PCA is
applied on OD flows traffic. The eigenlinks represent the elementary shapes of
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the link counts. The first eigenlink captures the strongest time variation com-
mon to all links, the second eigenlink the next strongest, and so on. We represent
in the figure below the variation part (cumulative percentage) captured by the
first twenty eigenlinks in the form of a scree plot. A scree plot shows the sorted
eigenvalues, from large to small, as a function of the eigenvalue index. Each curve
corresponds to a different studied week.

Fig. 4. First Five Eigenlinks superposed week by week

We can see that the vast majority of link counts variability is explained by
the first few eigenlinks, whatever the week we consider. This is due to the fact
that the majority of the link counts show the same strong daily and weekly
periodicities. So, the link counts form a structure with effective dimension much
lower than the total number of links.

The first nine eigenlinks are represented in Figure 3. Once again the period
of time is reduced for readability reasons. The first five eigenlinks exhibit strong
daily and weekly periodicities. This is not surprising as these properties concern
the majority of link counts data. Their periods are different and their peaks of
traffic do not appear at the same time. This is due to the different time zones
covered by our network. The next eigenlinks do not reflect a particular shape,
they are more bursty. In [16], a taxonomy of eigenflows is realized using heuristics
based on their periodogramm and their standard deviations. The authors show
that the eigenflows can be separated in three categories in a quantitative way:
deterministic, spike and noise. By using the same quantitative heuristics and tax-
onomy, only the first five eigenlinks are characterized as deterministic. We then
decide to only use the first five deterministic eigenlinks to build our forecasts for
all the link counts of the France Telecom international transit network. We reduce
the dimension from about six hundred to five thanks to PCA. These five elements
represent 64%, in mean over the studied weeks, of the link counts total variation.
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If we represent the first five eigenlinks by superposing the weeks between them
(Figure 4), we can see that the link counts structure is quite stable over time.
We use this property to develop our forecasting method in the next section.

5 Forecasting Techniques

We propose to build forecasts for the deterministic eigenlinks time series and
then to project these forecasts on the adequate eigenvectors to obtain all the
link counts forecasts via Equation 3 with q equal to the number of deterministic
eigenlinks kept. It can be compared to a generalized deseasonalization method
([17]). We discuss the adequate eigenvectors choice further. As we want to de-
velop a methodology that can be fully automated for network planners, we do
not use classical linear time series models such as SARIMA models which are
needed to be fitted manually one by one (see [18] for details on the Box-Jenkins
methodology to fit SARIMA models). We propose a pragmatic approach based
on basic statistical tools such as mean and standard deviation and using the
time stability of the link counts structure stemming from the first deterministic
eigenlinks we have already observed in the previous section.

The study of the ratio between a sequence mean and its standard deviation is
a good way to measure the dispersion of this sequence. Indeed, the higher this
ratio is, the more stable the serie is. We use this criteria to quantify the stability
of each deterministic eigenlink time serie. We then build the following indicator:

Y t
t1 =

Mean i (X i
t − X i

t1)
StandardDeviation i (X i

t − X i
t1)

, ∀ t1 �= t (4)

where t represents the sub-measurements of a cycle. In our case, the cycle corre-
sponds to a week, so t varies from Sunday 0h-2h to Saturday 22h-0h, i.e. 84 sub-
measurements in all. X i

t represents the traffic volume for the sub-measurement
t for the week i. If Y t2

t1 is high, it means that the cycle do not change its shape
between the sub-measurements t1 and t2. Then, if we want to forecast the value
of Xt2 for the next cycle K +1 from the K observed cycles, we can do as follows:

XK+1
t2 = XK

t1 + Mean K
i=1 (X i

t2 − X i
t1) (5)

We generalized Equation 5 by considering all the sub-measurements t of a cycle:

XK+1
t =

∑

t1 �=t

weight t
t1 [ XK

t1 + Mean K
i=1 (X i

t − X i
t1) ], ∀ t (6)

where

weight t
t1 =

(Y t
t1)

2
∑

t1 �=t(Y
t
t1 )

2 (7)

Our prediction formula defined by Equation 6 consists of computing the pre-
diction for a sub-measurement t of a cycle by a weighted sum of all the other
sub-measurements. The introduction of a weight stemming from the cycle sta-
bility indicator defined by Equation 4 allows to consider more importance to the
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closest sub-measurements to the sub-measurement for which we compute the
forecast in terms of strain between cycles. We use this technique to compute the
deterministic eigenlinks forecasts. The results are given in the next section.

Once the eigenlinks forecasts are obtained, the final forecasts for all the link
counts are computed by projecting these forecasts on the eigenvectors. As, we
have performed PCA on our data week by week, we have a set of eigenvectors
and the corresponding eigenvalues for each week or cycle. We propose to use the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues stemming from the last observed cycle as we have
seen that the structure is stable over time.

6 Forecasting Results

6.1 Deterministic Eigenlinks Forecasts

We divide our observation period in two parts: an estimation period from April
3, 2005 to July 9, 2005 (14 weeks) on which we develop our forecasting techniques
and an evaluation period from July 10, 2005 to August 13, 2005 (5 weeks) from
which we compare our forecasts results to the real data. Figure 5 shows the
forecasting results we obtain for the first five eigenlinks using our methodology
(Equation 6). The forecasts are in dashed lines and the real values in plain lines.

We can notice from these graphs that the first components are quite well
forecasted even if their shape is smoothed by the technique. However the forecasts
for the fourth component are distorted compared to real data. This is mainly
due to the high strain between sequential cycles on this component.

We compare these forecasting results with those obtained when SARIMA
models are fitted. The following models have been fitted: SARIMA (1, 0, 1)1,12,84
for the first four eigenlinks and SARIMA (1, 0, 1)1,6,12,84 for the fifth eigenlink.

Fig. 5. First Five Eigenlinks Forecasts
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For these comparisons, we compute the median of the absolute relative error
(Equation 8) for each eigenlink. X corresponds to the real values and X ′ to the
forecasts. We do not compute the mean because of some extreme values due to
abnormal traffic behavior. We can see in Table 1 that our technique gives in
general slightly better results than SARIMA models. We do not pretend to
give better results than any SARIMA model. The SARIMA models we fit for
the comparisons are choosen with the same orders for convenience (we need an
automated method). In addition, the method we proposed does not rely on itera-
tive algorithms (contrary to SARIMA models) leading to a lower computational
burden.

Median

(
| X ′ − X |

| X |

)
(8)

Table 1. Comparison Results (Median Error) between our method and SARIMA
models

Our Method SARIMA
Eigenlink 1 0.1108 0.1046

Eigenlink 2 0.1324 0.1370

Eigenlink 3 0.6408 0.6787

Eigenlink 4 0.8144 0.9258

Eigenlink 5 0.5990 0.6355

6.2 Link Counts Forecasts

We remind that the forecasts for link counts are obtained thanks to Equation 3
with q=5:

X ′ =
5∑

i=1

√
λi ui vT

i (9)

λi and vi correspond respectively to the ith eigenvalue and the ith eigenvector
stemming from the PCA application on the last week of the estimation period,
and ui is the ith forecasted eigenlink over the evaluation period. Then, X ′ is
a matrix containing the forecasts for all the link counts. As we have centered
and reduced the data to zero mean and unit standard deviation before applying
PCA, the final forecasts results have to be rescaled by the mean and the stan-
dard deviation of each link count respectively. We use the mean and standard
deviation of link counts observed on the last week of the estimation period.

Besides the median absolute relative error defined in Equation 8, we also com-
pute the relative errors over the median (Equation 10) and over the maximum
(Equation 11), the traffic median or maximum being indicators usually used for
network design.

Median(X ′) − Median(X)
Median(X)

(10)
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Max(X ′) − Max(X)
Max(X)

(11)

where X corresponds to the real values and X ′ to the forecasts. We compute
the three types of error for each link count and each week of the evaluation
period. We represent in Figure 6 these errors for all the link counts classified
from large to small and for the first (dashed line) and last (dotted line) week of
the evaluation period.

Fig. 6. Forecast Errors

We can see that the majority of link counts have a median error lying between
5% and 50% (horizontal lines). The errors have the same order of height whatever
the traffic volume of the link count and are quite stable between the first and
last weeks of the evaluation period. The errors peaks mainly correspond to:

– bursty link counts without cycles
– links with a traffic mean which varies a lot between weeks
– anomalies of traffic

We would not have significatively better results with other methods. This is due
to the traffic sporadicity which makes this specific error peaks unpredictable.
We show examples of these types of behavior in Figure 7. The forecasts are in
dashed lines and the real values in plain lines.

Fig. 7. Examples of Link Counts with bad Forecasts
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6.3 Discussion About Traffic Matrix Estimation

In this paper, we have proposed to forecast link counts and then to obtain the
end to end traffic demands thanks to traffic matrix estimation techniques based
on link counts only. One could wonder how would behave our forecasting method
on historical origin-destination (OD) counts directly. Some internal studies on
partial traces have shown that the number of deterministic principal compo-
nents are slightly the same for link counts or OD counts. In addition, the first
components are very similar between links and OD pairs. As a result, traffic
matrices forecasts would probably be more precise if we used our forecasting
method directly on OD counts since we would not add the approximations of
the traffic matrix estimation techniques. Unfortunately, measuring complete OD
traffic matrices is often impossible in the case of large IP backbones. And storing
historical data without interruptions during weeks concerning traffic matrices is
even harder. As a consequence, it is not viable today to rely on forecastings
based on direct OD counts for large networks.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed a pragmatic methodology to predict Internet
traffic on all the links of an international IP transit network. Our aim is to
obtain these prediction results in a fully automated way in order to be directly
operational for network planners who have to deal with several traffic engineering
tasks like new resources planning or network design. The low computational
burden of the method even allows very reactive on demand forecasts with flexible
parameters (period of interest, time scale...). Our method is intentionally simple,
based on non-advanced scientific tools, again for automated reasons. In summary,
this methodology involves the following steps:

– (1) Principal Component Analysis on the link counts
– (2) Determine the deterministic scores or eigenlinks which are relevant
– (3) Prediction of the deterministic eigenlinks profiles using the study of the

cycle change of shape
– (4) Projection of the predicted deterministic eigenlinks on the link counts

structure obtained from PCA applied in step (1)

We apply this methodology on data stemming from the France Telecom inter-
national transit network over a period of nineteen weeks, between April 3, 2005
and August 13, 2005. Five deterministic eigenlinks out of 600 are kept for sum-
ming up the link counts structure. It means a reduction of computational burden
by 120. Furthermore, our strain analysis framework is faster than SARIMA tech-
niques. The majority of link counts have a median absolute relative error lying
between 5% and 50%. The largest prediction errors concern link counts with a
non-constant behavior.

Therefore, through this paper, we validate on real traces from a large backbone
IP network the use of the PCA technique to forecast Internet traffic profiles in
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a large number. We have also developed a new simple method for forecasting
periodic traffic profiles based on the study of the variations of cycle shapes
between successive periods. It gives us some insights to better understand the
underlying trends of IP traffic. Our method can be applied on a longer period
by considering the mean trend (instead of the mean of the last cycle) of the
link counts data. The time stability of the link counts structure have also to be
controlled, PCA which gives the link counts structure must then be reapplied
from time to time.
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